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Leading Fashion And Beauty 
Experts Share Tips For A Stylish Spring 

As sure as o Nicki Minoj fashion faux pas, style and beauty trends change foster than you con soy color block (which, 

by the way, is still very hot this season). ~ So, how's o ·girl to remain fashionably current? ~ It helps-to do the research. ~ 

We spoke to local and notional fashion and beauty authorities and asked all the important questions (so you don't 

hove to). What's trending in clothing, accessories, cosmetics, hair core and nail colors this spring? How do we keep our 

bodies in swimsuit shape, our complexions vibrant and glowing, and our sunless tons more bronze-and less orange? 

~ Our style aficionados hod all the answers- and then some. 

"Emerald green makeup is 

huge-not just for spring 

but for 2013 in general. 

Poppy red is also a great 

color and you don't just 

need to wear it on your 

lips-add a hint to your 

eyes or give your cheeks a 

little pop of red." 

-Samantha Nicole, Owner, 
Flatout Flawless, Boca Raton, 
on cosmetics and color 

"The hot style this spring 

is intense color, high-defi

nition handbags-hard

ware, neon, exotic skins 

and carryalls." 

-Debbie Weisman and Lizzy 
Schwartz, Owners, Alene Too, 
Boca Raton, on handbag styles 

"One accessory that is a 

must-have this spring is the 

single-sole pointy-toe stiletto. 

This is a refreshingly light 

look to welcome the season." 

"The trend this year is 

fringe adorning the bust

line for a funky, sexy look. 

The best styles for conceal

ing flaws are plunging 

necklines with detailed 

ruching (fabric or ribbon 

gathered to form ruffies or 

petals) from under the 

-Colleen Sherin, Fashion Director, 
Saks Fifth Avenue, Boca Raton, 
on the ultimate spring shoe 

KERRY COLE, notional makeup artist for 
Becco Cosmetics, o global cosmetics line 
with clients including Kate Winslet, Fergie, 
Lucy Liu and Mirando Kerr 

HOW ARE STARLETS WEARING THEIR MAKEUP? "Statement 
eyes, strong brows, dark lips and glowing skin." WHAT ARE THE 
TRENDS? "A mix of mane bold lips and subtle pops of color on the 
eyes and cheeks. Regardless of the season's trend, always remem
ber to play up the feature you want to draw anention to." WHAT 
ARE THE BEST PRODUCTS FOR GETTING A SUNTANNED GLOW? 
Tm totally obsessed with Bronzing Skin Perfecter from BECCA. Irs a 
universally flattering shade that veils the skin." WHAT TIPS DO YOU 
HAVE FOR LONG-LASTING LIPSTICK? "Lip primers work wonders; 
they prep the lips for perfect lasting color that won't fade or feather. 
Keep lips exfoliated and hydrated. When I'm brushing my teeth, I do 
a quick brush over my lips and exfoliate them that way." 
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1 KIMARA AHNERT, professional j 
l makeup artist, whose 1 
· clients include Gwyneth 1 

Paltrow, Cameron Diaz I 
and Julianna Margulies I 
WHAT ARE YOUR CELEBRITY CLIENTS WEAR- 1

1

, 
lNG? "Lip color in bright reds and pink corals. 
There's lots of play on lashes by coating your 

I 
own with two or three layers of mascara or 
wearing individual lashes. Blush is as bright 
as lipstick placed to the ball of cheek and top 
of cheekbone ... the look is angelic." WHAT 
ARE THE CURRENT TRENDS? ' Lip color in 

I 

I 
pinks and corals; shimmery eye shadows in j 
pale Champagnes, lavenders and blues; bold I 
eyeliner-the look of liquid applied by a felt tip I 
eye-lining pen in royal blue or deep green." I 
WHAT TIPS DO YOU HAVE FOR WOMEN l

11

l;: 

BRAVING THE SOUTH FLORIDA HEAT? "Allow 
the skin to breathe. BB creams are an excel
lent choice for their sheerness, coverage and • 
broad-spectrum sun protection. Gel eyeliner 'j' 

pencils are water-resistant and will go the dis- , 
tance without smudging. Eye shadow primers I 

j 
are a must-this will keep shadow from creas- i 
ing and quickly being absorbed into the skin." ! 
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